
PRODUCT 
DIFFERENTIATION

Product options abound. To have value
as assessment tools, however, product assign-
ments must align to learning objectives and
result from a threefold concerted effort: collect
appropriate evidence to document learning,
involve options that merit the time and energy
required, and balance realistically between a
single learning pathway and an excessive
plethora of choices.1

Product options deserve a thoughtful
review. Educators worry that some adults may
inadvertently over-assign products most related
to their own strengths and passions. Still other
teachers spend exorbitant amounts of time and
energy seeking new products that their stu-
dents have not experienced. They misinterpret
variety to mean fun and end up on a product
treadmill trying to find something new, sadly,
sometimes inviting more fluff than the sub-
stance that might document achievement.
Exemplary products have an audience beyond
the grading pen and stem from authentic
tasks–representing the work of practitioners in
a field. Teachers also seek product assign-
ments that can be efficiently prepared and
involve students in respectful, equitable work.

To increase efficiency when determining
appropriate product assignments, create a list
of products applicable to the curriculum and
learning standards. Reflect upon the developing
list and ponder which product options:
• Are most appropriate for the students’

ages, learning profiles, and interests.
• Are most applicable to the content.
• Actively engage students in applying and

transferring acquired skills.

• Promote depth and complexity of content.
• Have diagnostic value.
• Are respectful, equitable work.
• Promote continuous learning success.
• Stem from authentic problems and audiences.
• Require available materials and appropri-

ate amounts of time.
• Encourage variety in applications.
• Are most enjoyable to facilitate.2

Students vary dramatically in their
learning modalities. To engage more students
more of the time, classroom-learning tasks
need to offer as wide a variety in the types of
products assigned as the variety represented by
the students’ learning profiles. Assessment
becomes responsive when appropriate options
present students with choices for demonstrating
what they know and are able to do.3 Research
supports that students are more successful in
learning tasks that respond to their readiness
levels and incorporate their modality strengths.
McTigue and O’Connor (2005) advise, however,
that teachers “allow choices–but always with
the intent of collecting needed and appropriate
evidence based on goals” (p.12).

Hence, products promote assessment
and differentiation opportunities when they inte-
grate students’ best ways to learn and evolve
from the curriculum and learning standards as
authentic ways to demonstrate applications.

THE PRODUCT GRID

Teachers need a system for product
options that enables them to customize assign-
ments effectively and efficiently. A product grid
is one example of such a system. Participating
teachers compliment the product grid system as
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a tool that helps more efficiently differentiate
learning experiences and product assignments.

A product grid customizes a list of multi-
ple products appropriate to a class by encoding
each product to learning modalities. As product
options are determined, they are listed in alpha-
betical order for quick reference. Each product is
then coded to the modalities primarily required
by the student to complete the product.

In addition to matching the best ways for
students to learn, the objective of a product grid
is to replace simple answer sheets that require
little thinking with tasks that encourage active
mental engagement and challenge students to
generate responses. To advance learning, the
products must connect to content and invite stu-
dents to apply and transfer acquired skills. The
intent is not to entertain students but rather to
engage them so appropriately in learning experi-
ences that enjoyment results. Experienced
teachers report that these products also serve as
springboards for increased discussion and inter-
action among students.

The following code appears in the
product grid examples. As appropriate, vary
the product grid so it is more applicable to stu-
dents’ needs by developing additional codes,
such as codes for students’ interests. 

Modality codes
V = Visual

O/A = Oral/auditory
W = Written
K = Kinesthetic

The teacher develops and uses a
product grid to more accurately prescribe a
specific product appropriate to a student's
learning profile, product preferences, and
learning objective. The intent is to match prod-
uct assignments to students’ prior knowledge
and learning capabilities.

When a teacher skims a general prod-
uct grid and a desired modality is not engaged,
the teacher ponders how the task might be
varied to incorporate that need. For example,
when a student makes a booklet about a topic,
oral/auditory modes are not required. To
address the needs of a highly auditory learner,
a teacher might vary the task by: 1) Allowing
the student to record the booklet as a read-
along book for others, 2) Inviting the student to
read the booklet to another class, or 3)
Arranging for the student to work together with
another student to produce the booklet. In this
manor, a product grid assists teachers’ objec-
tive to select product assignments that orches-
trate all of the modes of learning.

Most listed products are self-explanatory;
however, some merit examples for clarification
and to prompt additional application ideas. While
many different content-related applications are
possible, some suggestions are offered for spe-
cific products on each content list.

A Product Grid Blank

A blank form for a product grid is provid-
ed so teachers can organize their instructional
product options. Alphabetically list the products
that are developmentally appropriate to the
students, most applicable to teaching, and
useful to integrate learning standards. Then,
code each product to the learning modalities
primarily required by students to complete and
present that product.

Avoid losing any promising instructional possi-
bilities when brainstorming product ideas. Write
quick notes of any application ideas that
emerge. Focus on what students should learn
and demonstrate as a result of this product
experience. 
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